
ARM INSTRUCTION SET 



Introduction 

 Different ARM architecture revisions support different instructions. 

 New revisions usually add instructions and remain backward compatible. 

 ARM Instructions process data held in registers and  only access memory with 

load and store instructions. 

 ARM instructions commonly take two or three operands. 

 Below is example of ARM ADD instruction. 



DATA Processing Instructions 

 The data processing instructions manipulate data 

within registers. 

 They are move instruction move instructions, 

arithmetic instructions, logical instructions, 

comparison instructions, and multiply instructions. 

 Most data processing instructions can process one of 

their operands using barrel shifter. 

 If S suffix is used on a data processing instruction, 

then it updates the flags in the cpsr. 

 



Move Instructions 

 Move is the simplest ARM instruction. It copies N into a destination register 

Rd, where N is a register or immediate value. This instruction is useful for 

setting initial values and transferring data between registers. 



Example  



BARREL SHIFTER 

 In previous Example we have used MOC instruction for N to be 

simple register. 

 But N can be more than just a register or immediate value. 

 This can be a register Rm that has been preprocessed by the 

barrel shifter prior to being used by a data processing 

instruction. 

 A unique and  powerful feature of ARM processor is the ability 

to shift 32 bit binary pattern in one of the source registers left 

or right by a specific number of positions before it enters the 

ALU. 

 Pre processing or shift occurs with in the cycle time of the 

instructions. This is particularly useful for loading constants 

into a register and achieving fast multiplies or division by a 

power of 2. 





Example with barrel shifter 





Barrel Shifter Operations 



Logical Vs Arithmetic Shift 

 Arithmetic shift is also called signed shift. 







Example 



Arithmetic Instruction 

N is result of the shifter operation. 



Example 1 

Example 2 





Using the barrel shifter with Arithmetic 

Instructions 



Logical Instructions 







Comparison Instructions 



Multiply Instructions 







Branch Instructions 

 A branch instruction changes the flow of execution or is used to call a routine. 

This type of instruction allows programs to have subroutines, if-then-else 

structures, and loops. 

 The change of execution flow forces the program counter pc to point to a new 

address. The ARMv5E instruction set includes four different branch 

instructions. 





Load-Store Instructions 

 Load-store instructions transfer data between memory and processor 

registers. There are three types of load-store instructions: single-register 

transfer, multiple-register transfer, and swap 




